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Abstract

Marijuana remains the most widely used illicit substance in the United States and Europe. Marijuana, according to Chinese herbal medicine is what is known as a "cold" herb, draining the essential energy called Yang primarily from the Liver, rendering the Liver relatively unable to perform its functions of moving physical and mental energy and containing it for when it is needed. Purpose: to demonstrate that chakras energies replenishment is an important tool to treat patients with marijuana addiction. Method: one case report of a 26-year-old male patient. Chakras energies measurement were done through radiesthesia procedure that demonstrate that all his chakras were completely depleted in energy, all rate in one out eight. The treatment consisted in Chinese dietary counseling, auricular acupuncture with apex ear bloodletting and replenishment of the chakras with highly diluted medications according to the theory Constitutional Homeopathy of Five Elements Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine. Results: the patient improved very quickly from his depression symptoms and it was possible to suspend the use of marijuana in the first two weeks of treatment. Conclusion: to treat patients with addiction in marijuana it is important to balance the internal energies and replenish the chakras energies deficiency, improving self-esteem, depression, anxiety, fear, sleep, sexual function, etc, giving the energy condition to live normally.
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